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Europe JULY 2012 - Public headline summary 
THIS page is public and avilable seperately (WA12No31). The inside 8 pages of 
Euromaps full regional detail & timing in 8 periods through July is available via 
http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember5.asp  Enquries +442079399946 

A July of dramatic 

contrasts and likely 

record-level extremes 
• “Off-scale” rain, thunder-floods, 
giant hail, gales & tornado damage 

likely in NW Europe 

• Record or near record heatwave 

East Europe - Forest fires likely. 
• South track of Lows & S extension of Greenland High  continue 

new ‘Little Ice Age’ (LIA), ‘Jet Stream South’, typ e circulation. 
The circulation patterns will be driven by changing Solar-Lunar factors which govern 
game-changing shifts of the Jet stream and associated tracks of Lows and consequential 
extreme deluges and extreme weather events and are predictable by WeatherAction’s Solar 
Lunar Action Technique (SLAT) from months ahead. 

Standard warmist Meteorology which denies the reality of the pre new LIA world will – 
like last month - run into serious problems and underestimate the severity of events 
especially around WeatherAction’s main Red warning periods (R4 & R5) during which 
standard Meteorology short range forecasts of rain will need to be doubled and flood 
and hail / tornadic events are likely to break records or go ‘off-the-scale’ at times. 

Euronews pic-of-day for Berlin 29 June http://bit.ly/MIRFuU  

Massive Hail and thunder N/W 

Europe confirm WeatherAction 

Vineyards trashed by giant hail May & June France. There will be many more set-backs to agriculture as the LIA approaches.  

 

 

EURO-maps detailed Forecast JULY 2012 Front page for PUBLIC Release 
Prod 30 Jun (data 15 Jun) Solar Lunar Action Technique SLAT8A. Full Forecast www.WeatherAction.com Confidence 85% PLEASE CIRCULATE WIDELY 

 
 

 

Thunderbolts blitz Berlin 29 June and massive hail damage in East France in the same period 
confirmed WeatherAction EuroMaps warnings for late June issued 30 May.  
“These type of extremes or worse will continue through July and the devastation to Vineyards 
and crops already caused in Europe by earlier storms will continue this summer as Little Ice Age 
type circulation, storms, hail and, also, cruel winter blasts get a more frequent grip summer and 
winter  in coming months and years”.  

‘New Little Ice Age’ extreme weather is taking over 
“The CO2 warmists claim that extreme weather would come from their delusional warming was 
a story they made up to frighten people. The real extremes we see before us around the world 
- rather than computer model 
alarmism - are predictable and caused 
by predictable solar driven shifts of the 
Jet stream as the world cools towards a 
new Little Ice Age. The CO2 fiction has 
pointed the world in the wrong direction. 
Governments must face reality:- 
prepare for the setbacks to food 
production and must boost economies 
rather than trash them with CO2-
based taxes and energy price hikes”, 
says Piers Corbyn astrophysicist of 
WeatherAction long range forecasters. 


